bules is believed to be random (Alexander and Rieder, well as photobleaching and fluorescence microscopy did not significantly perturb cellular functions, as ‫%09ف‬ 1991), and massive, seemingly chaotic rearrangements of chromosomes occur in prometaphase (Kanda et al., of the bleach-labeled cells went through mitosis without morphological defects. 1998; Manders et al., 1999) tion in G1, S phase, and G2. First, we investigated mainIn this study, we took an unbiased approach to detertenance of chromosome neighborhoods in G1 nuclei by mine how and when specific topological arrangements bleach labeling nuclear halves of two daughter cells in of chromosomes are established during the cell cycle.
early G1 nuclei ‫03ف(‬ min after metaphase, Figure 1C , In particular, we were interested in whether this order n ϭ 28 nuclei). The labeling boundary in both daughter can be transmitted through cell division or alternatively nuclei was oriented perpendicularly to each other to has to be actively restored during interphase in each allow detection of positional exchange along both the cell cycle. Using mathematical modeling and computer long and the short axis of the flat ellipsoid nuclei. Foursimulation, we predicted chromosome dynamics in midimensional imaging showed that the labeling boundary tosis based on their known physical parameters and our was still clearly visible and similar to initial labeling after own in vivo measurements. These predictions were then more than 5 hr ( Figure 1C Figure 3B , Supplemental Movie S3B available at above website) to the mitotic difficult even in mitosis because of the poor z-discrimination of the bleach by single photon excitation. The axis and in some cases precisely diagonal labeling was produced ( Figure 3C) . Surprisingly, regardless whether computer simulation predicted however, that already a simple labeling geometry, i.e., bleaching one entire half cells had been labeled parallel (n ϭ 14) or perpendicular (n ϭ 12), 4D imaging showed that the global pattern of of the nucleus, would be suitable to report position changes of chromosomes, provided the nuclear halves the mother cell was transmitted to the two daughter nuclei in G1 in a mirror symmetric fashion (representative are labeled perpendicular to the axis of the mitotic spindle ( Figure 2D Figures 7B and 2D ). As expected, such randomization was not detected when chromosomes complete separation of all sister chromatids showed no significant differences between centromeres that moved were labeled parallel to the spindle axis (n ϭ 9) as very little movement occurs perpendicular to the spindle axis to proximal or distal parts of daughter nuclei ( Figure  6E We conclude that chromosome positions along the quently on the same half after mitosis (Figure 7 D) , we could not use distance to the nuclear rim as a measure spindle axis are re-established by timing differences of sister separation at anaphase onset and maintained of order (compare Figure 4B) . Rather, we measured if the two spots were positioned on opposite or the same during spindle-poleward movements of chromosomes and expansion of daughter nuclei. To show that such a side of the daughter nuclei corresponding to the prophase orientation of the spots. Confirming the results mechanism can operate in principle based on known physical properties of chromosomes, assumption (iv) of of the half bleach experiments (Figure 7B ), we found that Hoechst strongly affected positioning parallel to the the computer model was modified such that chromosome dynamics were simulated with a chromosome spindle axis but had no effect on perpendicular spots ( Figures 7C and 7D ). Whereas in control cells 94% of specific time of anaphase onset according to its position along the spindle axis in the mother nucleus ( Figure 6F , the daughter nuclei whose mothers had parallel spots (n ϭ 36) were ordered, only 54% of the Hoechst-treated Supplemental Movie S6F available at above website). This modified simulation corresponded well to the exdaughters (n ϭ 26) with this orientation also had spots on opposite sides ( Figure 7E ). This was not significantly perimental results from bleach-labeled cells (compare Figure 6F , 6A, and Supplemental Movies available at different (p ϭ 0.15) from randomly distributed chromosomes where 50% of the nuclei should remain ordered above website). Chromosomes that separated first in early anaphase were predicted to move to distal parts ( Figure 7E, random) , while the control cells were highly unlikely to result from a random distribution (p ϭ 9 ϫ of the daughter nuclei (Figures 6B-6E ) and relative neighborhoods would be preserved by subsequent uni-10
and 6D). Quantitation of anaphase mean velocity after axis (compare

Ϫ9
). By contrast, daughter nuclei whose mothers had perpendicular spots were highly ordered in control form isometric expansion ( Figures 6B-6D , Supplemental Movie S6C available at above website) and the lack of (91%, n ϭ 33, p ϭ 6 ϫ 10 , 1983) . Our obsersimilarities, however, were assumed to reflect a radial nuclear organization determined by preferential attachvation that chromosome positioning along the mitotic axis is randomized upon application of Hoechst 33258 in ment of silent chromosomes to the nuclear envelope in telophase and G1 (Boyle et al., 2001) . The inheritance live cells shows that transmission of order is not simply a "mechanical default" but rather a specific mechanism of order we observed here was more precise than expected for a simple radial organization of chromosomes that is sensitive to drug treatment. This suggests that a chromosome specific and Hoechst sensitive feature according to their gene density, because such a mechanism should not result in preferred positions relative to determines position inheritance and the amount of pericentric heterochromatin is a good candidate, because the spindle axis but just to the center of the nucleus. Our data is consistent with such a radial organization and it fulfills both criteria (Haaf and Schmid, 2000; Vig and tion for 15 hr in 0.5 g/ml Aphidicolin, followed by a 7 hr release.
Willcourt, 1998). We propose that a higher amount of 
